
Jack Armour’s Point Break is a classic shape and design 
that is a must have pair of safety glasses for all fashion 
aware wearers. Wear it at work or whilst at play.

The square frames and temples of the Point Break 
offers medium impact protection.

The light weight frame and moulded nose with 
comfort pads is well sought for all day comfort 
wearing.

The Point Break is also available as a Medium Impact 
Prescription Safety Glasses with AS/NZS1337.6 
certification.

POINT BREAK

Product code Frame Lens

589STBPG15 Crystal Grey G15 Polarised

589SBSD Black Smoke

589SBPUBM Black/ Crystal Purple Blue Mirror

589+150PS Black Polarised  Smoke +150

589+200PS Black Polarised Smoke +200

589+250PS Black Polarised Smoke +250

589SBPUBM
An awesome translucent purple colour blended with a gloss black 
frame. This frame is set with a vibrant Blue Mirror finish. The Category 3 
lens is ideal for outdoor use. Certified to AS/NZS1337.1

589SBSD
Available in a matt black finish with smoke cat 3 tinted lens.
This frame with black nose pads is a classic colour and sure to impress. 
Certified to AS/NZS1337.1

589STBPG15
Set in a translucent grey frame, the G15 Green polarised lens is soothing 
on the eyes compared to traditional grey/smoke polarised lens. The 
glare cutting lens technology helps you  see through the surface of 
water and other shiny surfaces. Certified to AS/NZS1337.1

589+ (BIFOCAL POLARISED)
The Point Break is also available with grey polarised bifocal lens. This 
give you complete freedom for up close reading and fine detailed works 
without having to change over spectacles. The bifocals are set on a 
matt black frame and available with a variety of magnifications. The 
polycarbonate bifocal lens are also medium impact tested as required 
by AS/ZNS1337.1
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